
The One Platform Archive optimal for all customer sectors and their unique 
business needs.

Each ClearView module hosts its own set of unique features to meet business 
needs across various departments. ClearView propels businesses forward through 

legacy system decommissioning, making data rapidly accessible and available. 
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Benefits

Disparate and non-strategic legacy data is consolidated and accessible in a single 
repository that receives regular security scans and updates

Indexed archives and advanced search functionality enable rapid data retrieval

Maintenance and support costs associated with legacy systems, as well
as the long-term storage costs of a rigid document repository that provides limited
flexibility, are eliminated

Controlled data access with role-based views and reportable audit trails

Retain vital information in accordance with legal requirements
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ClearView Clinicals enables providers to securely access and report 
on patients’ full historic health records directly from their current 
EHR platform via contextual link. Utilizing efficient single sign-on 
capabilities via active directory authentication, clinical teams and HIM 
professionals have a single repository for patient data.

ClearView Clinicals

With ClearView PFS organizations are able to continue collection 
efforts from decommissioned legacy financial systems. The PFS 
module consolidates legacy data for efficient A/R wind-down and 
collection agency management and is offered in three tiers that range 
from a static PDF archive to detailed billing functionality.

ClearView Patient Financial Services (PFS)

ClearView HIM delivers a set of enhanced functions to seamlessly 
process Release of Information (ROI) requests from inception through 
delivery. Users can capture historical patient data from various legacy 
systems and make appropriate updates to the archive as needed. 
Additionally, ClearView HIM preserves document tracking and 
implements notes and administrative holds to facilitate this process 
while maintaining a detailed and compliant audit trail.

ClearView Health Information Management (HIM)

ClearView EDM preserves administrative data from legacy Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) systems related to general ledger (GL), 
human resources (HR), payroll (PR), materials management (MM), 
and accounts payable (AP) reports in an easy to access and 
organized archive, allowing organizations to retain employee records, 
consolidate data, and eliminate maintenance associated with the 
legacy system(s).

ClearView Enterprise Document Management (EDM)

ClearView Blood Bank enables users to easily search, retrieve, and 
view archived blood data in a discrete tabular format. These details 
help in maintaining and monitoring the blood deposits for clients by 
facility system(s).

ClearView Blood Bank
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